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Abstract
We present a new second order complete active space self-consistent field
implementation to converge wavefunctions for both large active spaces and
large atomic orbital (AO) bases. Our algorithm decouples the active space
wavefunction solver from the orbital optimization in the microiterations, and
thus may be easily combined with various modern active space solvers. We
also introduce efficient approximate orbital gradient and Hessian updates,
and step size determination. We demonstrate its capabilities by calculating
the low-lying states of the Fe(II)-porphine complex with modest resources
using a density matrix renormalization group solver in a CAS(22,27) active
space and a 3000 AO basis.
Keywords: Second order CASSCF, AO-driven, DMRG-CASSCF,
Fe(II)-porphine
1. Introduction
Multiconfigurational electronic structure is widely found across chemistry[1].
The complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) is a standard tool
to describe multiconfigurational electronic structure problems[1, 2]. The
CASSCF wavefunction further forms the starting point for more accurate
treatments, including multireference perturbation theory and configuration
interaction methods[3]. Because of its importance, much effort has been de-
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voted to efficient CASSCF algorithms in the last decades[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
A well-known numerical challenge in CASSCF is to converge the self-
consistent wavefunction. For this reason, many early investigations focused
on second order optimization techniques, which demonstrate superior con-
vergence to pure gradient or super-CI formulations[4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 7, 10, 11,
12]. Unfortunately, these early implementations were optimized for mod-
est AO basis sets, because they transformed the integrals to the current
set of CASSCF orbitals in each iteration, incurring significant computa-
tional cost and O(N4) disk storage. To extend CASSCF algorithms to large
AO bases, several strategies have been explored[13, 14, 15, 16]. For exam-
ple, density-fitted CASSCF[13, 14] and Cholesky decomposition CASSCF[15]
both approximate the AO integrals to achieve significant savings in the inte-
gral transformation cost and disk storage. GPU-based AO-driven CASSCF
implementations[16, 18] further can handle very large numbers of AO func-
tions, although these have not yet been extended to second order optimiza-
tion. Although AO-driven algorithms typically require more floating point
operations than MO-driven approaches, they are favourable for modern com-
puters, due to their low IO and communication costs. In this work, our first
motivation is to present a new AO-driven algorithm that can handle large
AO basis sets without integral approximations, and also provide second order
convergence. Our algorithm may easily be combined with density-fitting or
Cholesky decomposition, although this is not a focus of this paper.
A second motivation is associated with the need to extend traditional
CASSCF implementations to larger active spaces. In traditional CASSCF,
full configuration interaction (FCI) is used as the active space solver. How-
ever, due to the exponential scaling of FCI, it is limited to small complete
active spaces (CAS), usually no more than CAS(16,16) (16 electrons in 16
orbitals). However, there are now several techniques which can be used to
replace the FCI solver[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Two of the more commonly
used ones are the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)[19] and full
configuration interaction quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC)[21, 22]. These
can handle correlated active spaces with many tens of orbitals, and in some
cases even more[20]. While implementations of DMRG and FCIQMC in the
CASSCF algorithm exist [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] they do not yet si-
multaneously provide second order convergence and the ability to treat very
large numbers (i.e. 1000’s) of AO’s. The implementation we present can be
straightforwardly interfaced to any external active space solver and thus fills
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this gap. In the current work, we will use FCI and DMRG as the active space
solvers. (An earlier FCIQMC-CASSCF calculation, reported in Ref. 30, used
the two-step version of our implementation that we describe here).
In section 2, we describe the formulation of our CASSCF algorithm, in-
cluding the approximate orbital gradient and Hessian updates, and orbital
optimization method. In section 3 we carefully study the convergence prop-
erties and performance of our algorithm for several benchmark molecules,
within our open-source program package PySCF[33]. Finally, as an example
of a more challenging large scale problem, we use FCI and DMRG active space
solvers and our CASSCF implementation to converge the Fe(II)-porphine
singlet, triplet and quintet ground states. Our largest calculation uses a 22
electron, 27 orbital active space and almost 3000 AO basis functions.
2. Algorithm
2.1. Theory
In this section, we first summarize the relevant formulae for the optimiza-
tion of the CASSCF wavefunction. Given the spin-free electronic Hamilto-
nian,
H =
∑
ij
hijE
i
j +
1
2
∑
ijkl
(ij|kl)(EijEkl − δjkEil ) (1)
Eij = a
†
iαajα + a
†
iβajβ (2)
the CASSCF energy can be written as a function of the CI coefficients c and
the unitary orbital transformation matrix U,
E = HijklΓijkl (3)
Hijkl = VijklUpiUqjUrkUsl (4)
Vpqrs =
1
2(Ne − 1)hpqδrs +
1
2(Ne − 1)hrsδpq +
1
2
(pq|rs) (5)
Γijkl = 〈I|(EijEkl − δjkEil )|J〉cIcJ (6)
where the Einstein summation convention is implied. Defining a Lagrangian
with normalization constraints for c and U,
F (R, c) = E(R,Γ)− E(c†c− 1) (7)
U = exp(R) (8)
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R = −R† (9)
minimizing the energy is a non-linear optimization problem for R∗, c∗, where
the stationary conditions are
∂F
∂cI
∣∣∣∣
R∗,c∗
= 0 (10)
∂F
∂Rpq
∣∣∣∣
R∗,c∗
= 0 (11)
The starting point for any second order non-linear optimization algorithm
is Newton’s method. Because the energy is quadratic in the CI coefficients,
the Newton step for the CI coefficients, holding the orbitals fixed, is equiva-
lent to solving the standard CI eigenvalue problem
〈I|(H − E)|J〉cJ = 0 (12)
Similarly, a Newton step for the orbitals, holding the CI coefficients fixed,
corresponds to solving the equations
HooR1 + Go = 0 (13)
Gopq =
∂F
∂Rpq
=
∂Hijkl
∂Rpq
Γijkl (14)
Hoopq,rs =
∂2F
∂Rpq∂Rrs
=
∂2Hijkl
∂Rpq∂Rrs
Γijkl (15)
The simplest approach to CASSCF optimization is to alternately carry
out the Newton steps (12), (13) for the CI coefficients and for the orbitals.
This simple alternating scheme is known as the two-step optimization method.
Unfortunately, even when the Newton steps are carried out exactly, for ex-
ample, by using the exact orbital Hessian in Eq. (13), the two-step method
suffers from slow convergence due to the neglect of coupling between the CI
and orbital optimization problems. It is thus not usually considered a true
second order convergent algorithm.
The more sophisticated, one-step, optimization methods aim to approxi-
mate the joint CI and orbital Newton step, corresponding to solving(Hcc Hco
Hoc Hoo
)(
c1
R1
)
+
(Gc
Go
)
= 0 (16)
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where the Hessian matrices are
HccIJ =
∂2F
∂cI∂cJ
= 〈I|(H − E)|J〉 (17)
HcoI,pq = Hocpq,I =
∂2F
∂cI∂Rpq
=
∂Hijkl
∂Rpq
∂Γijkl
∂cI
(18)
Here, the first row of the coupled equations (16)
Hccc1 +HcoR1 + Gc = 0 (19)
can be rewritten as a CI response problem
H0c1 +HRc0 = E0c1 (20)
since
(HcoR1)I = HRijkl〈I|(EijEkl − δjkEil )|J〉c0J (21)
GcI = 〈I|(H0 − E0)|J〉c0J = 0 (22)
where the first order Hamiltonian HR is obtained from the chain rule
HRijkl =
∂Hijkl
∂Rpq
R1pq = VpjklR
1
pi + VipklR
1
pj + VijplR
1
pk + VijkpR
1
pl (23)
The second row of Eq. (16)
HooR1 +Hocc1 + Go = 0 (24)
can be interpreted as the orbital Newton problem with dressed gradients
HooR1 = −G˜o (25)
G˜opq = Gopq +Hocc1 = Gopq +
∂Hijkl
∂Rpq
Γ1ijkl (26)
Γ1ijkl =
∂Γijkl
∂cI
c1I (27)
The CI coefficient and orbital optimization problems are thus coupled through
the first order HR in Eq. (20) and the first order 2-particle density matrix
Γ1 in Eq. (25).
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In principle, in the one-step method, the true CI Newton step requires
solving the response equation (20) exactly. This is how some early versions of
one-step optimization in CASSCF were implemented. However, if an iterative
procedure is used to determine the CI eigenstate in Eq. (12), then a single (or
few) steps of the same iterative procedure, with the modified Hamiltonian
H0 + HR and initial eigenstate guess of c0, can be used to determine an
approximate c1. For example, a single Davidson iteration[34] with these
quantities yields
c1 ≈ −[diag(H0 − E0)]−1HRc0 (28)
as an approximate solution of Eq. (20). The well-known MCSCF imple-
mentation by Werner and Knowles[9], uses this type of approximation. In
our implementation, we also use a few iterations of the active space solver
to determine an approximate update c1. The first order 2-particle density
matrix is then computed by finite difference
Γ1ijkl ≈ Γijkl[c0 + c1]− Γijkl[c0] (29)
Importantly, this mechanism decouples the orbital optimization from the
active space solver implementation in each Newton step, with the two com-
municating solely by passing the 2-particle density matrix and active space
Hamiltonian. This allows us to easily plug-in different iterative active space
solvers, so long as they can provide the 2-particle density matrix.
A single CI and orbital Newton step provides c1 and R1. We then need
to update all quantities that depend on the new CI coefficients and new
orbitals. This involves transforming H to the new set of orbitals in Eq.
(4), solving for the new CI eigenstate in Eq. (12) and computing the new
orbital gradients and Hessians from Eqs. (14) and (15). However, we only
perform an exact update of all these quantities every few Newton steps, as
it is computationally very expensive. Instead for most steps, we use only an
approximate update of the quantities. We call the steps with approximate
updates, microiterations. Every 3 - 4 microiterations, a macroiteration is
carried out where all quantities are updated exactly. We next describe the
different kinds of approximate updates used in the microiterations.
2.2. Microiterations
In each microiteration, we perform approximate updates both for the
CI and orbital parts of the optimization problem. The quality of the update
approximation is important, as it can affect the rate of CASSCF convergence.
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We first discuss the orbital update.We have considered two frameworks
for approximation. The first is the dynamic-expansion-point (DEP) scheme
(as used for example, in Ref. 9) where we compute the new Hamiltonian
matrix elements H¯ijkl
H¯ijkl = VpqrsU¯piU¯qjU¯rkU¯sl (30)
U¯ = exp(R1) (31)
and define the updated orbital gradient and orbital Hessian from
Gopq =
∂F
∂Rpq
∣∣∣∣
R1
=
∂H¯ijkl
∂Rpq
Γijkl (32)
Hoopq =
∂2F
∂Rpq∂Rrs
∣∣∣∣
R1
=
∂2H¯ijkl
∂Rpq∂Rrs
Γijkl (33)
(34)
The approximate updates in the DEP framework consist of approximating H¯
to reduce the costs of the 4-index integral transformation (30). By dividing
U¯ into two parts
U¯ = 1 +T (35)
an approximate H¯ can be defined up a given order in T. For example, the
first order approximate update (DEP1) corresponds to
H¯ijkl = Vijkl + VpjklTpi + VipklTpj + VijplTpk + VijkpTpl (36)
The exact update is recovered at fourth order, where the complete 4-index
integral transformation is carried out. The transformation in DEP4 has the
same cost as the integral transformation in the two-step CASSCF optimiza-
tion method.
The other framework in which to define approximate updates is the fixed
expansion point (FEP) scheme. In FEP, the orbital gradients and Hessians
are defined directly by an expansion in R1
Go → Gopq +
∂2F
∂Rpq∂Rrs
·R1rs + . . . (37)
Hoo → Hoopq,rs +
∂3F
∂Rpq∂Rrs∂Rtu
·R1tu + . . . (38)
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The approximate updates in the FEP framework correspond to truncating
the order of the above expansion. For example, in the simplest FEP1 ap-
proximation, we only update the gradients using the non-updated Hessian
matrix elements
Go +HooR1 (39)
which corresponds to keeping the orbital Hessian frozen within each macro
iteration. We can view the gradients in FEP1 to be an approximation to the
gradients in DEP1, obtained by replacing T with R.
To update the CI part, we need to update the Hamiltonian that de-
fines the first order CI problem (23). Analogous approximations within the
DEP/FEP framework can be formulated for the Hamiltonian update. For
example, Eq. (36) is also the definition of the updated CI Hamiltonian within
the DEP1 approximation.
2.3. Orbital optimization
So far we have been discussing the determination of the Newton step.
However, directly following a Newton step is problematic in highly non-
quadratic optimizations, as the steps can be unbounded, and in fact are not
even guaranteed to go towards the minimum. This is a well-known problem
which is often seen in orbital optimization in CASSCF.
A commonly employed technique to modify the Newton step for the or-
bitals, is to use the augmented Hessian (AH) method with step-size control.
Here, a modified Newton step is obtained by solving the eigenvector equation(
0 G†
G H
)(
1
R1
)
= ε
(
1
R1
)
(40)
In the standard use of this method, the rotation direction R1 is first obtained
as the lowest eigenvector of Eq. (40).This direction provides an interpolation
between steepest descent and the full Newton step. Once R1 is determined,
then an approximate line-search is performed along R1 to take an appropriate
step size.
In our current algorithm, we also use the augmented Hessian method,
and we solve Eq. (40) using the Davidson method[34]. However, rather than
first determining the orbital search direction R1 from solving Eq. (40), and
then carrying out a separate line-search, we combine these two procedures,
in a co-iteration. Each co-iteration corresponds to an AH Davidson iteration,
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followed by an update of the orbital gradient in the FEP1 approximation.
For example after i Davidson iterations, the new gradient is updated as
Go[i+1] = Go[i] +HooR1[i] (41)
where R1[i] is the approximate Davidson AH solution at the ith iteration. We
ensure that each R1[i] is sufficiently small, by introducing a scale parameter
λ ≥ 1 in the AH equations, where λ is chosen such that the largest element
in the scaled R1[i] is smaller than a predefined threshold (0.03 in our current
implementation) (
0 G†[i]
G[i] H
)(
1
λR1[i]
)
= ε
(
1
λR1[i]
)
(42)
Accumulating the small steps R1[i] from the co-iterations, we obtain the full
orbital rotation,
R1 = R1[0] +R
1
[1] +R
1
[2] + . . . (43)
Because the gradients are updated, the quantities entering into the AH equa-
tions change at each co-iteration. Table 1 shows how H, G and R1[i] as a
function of the iteration number.
We choose λ such that every step R1[i] is small, but in our numerical tests,
this small stepsize does not lead to low efficiency. Instead, the accumulated
small steps effectively provide the ability to take large total rotations in the
orbital space. We thus achieve a good compromise between larger steps for
greater efficiency, and small steps for greater robustness.
2.4. Computational costs
The two main computational costs to consider are the memory usage
and the operation count. Memory usage is quite different in MO-driven and
AO-driven CASSCF optimization algorithms. In the traditional MO-driven
algorithm, all integrals are transformed to the MO representation in each
macroiteration, and then they are reused in the microiterations. Although
the MO-driven approach requires less CPU resources, it requires more I/O
than the AO-driven algorithm when there are a large number of core or-
bitals. For example, to evaluate the contraction HR1 in the DEP1 approxi-
mation, the MO-driven algorithm requires the two-electron integrals (AA|∗∗),
(A∗ |A∗), (CC|V V ), (CV |CV ), (CV |AC), (CV |AV ), (AV |CC), (AC|V V )
(see the matrix elements in the supplemental material), where the letters
C,A, V stand for core, active and external orbitals, and the symbol “∗”
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stands for any of these kinds of orbitals. However, the integrals (CC|V V ),
(CV |CV ), (CV |AC), (CV |AV ), (AV |CC), (AC|V V ) are associated with the
contractions to the core or the active space 1-particle density matrices. These
can instead be evaluated in a direct-SCF style AO-driven J and K (Coulomb
and exchange matrix) build. As such, the AO-driven algorithm only requires
two kinds of integrals (AA|∗∗), (A∗ |A∗) to be computed in each macroi-
teration. For the various orders of the DEP/FEP approximations, Table 2
summarizes the memory requirements in the MO-driven and AO-driven im-
plementations. Due to the lower memory requirements, the AO-driven DEP1
approximation is favoured in our general CASSCF implementation.
The CPU costs of the CASSCF algorithm are more difficult to optimize
than the memory costs. In the one-step algorithm, the demanding CPU steps
are the expensive macro iteration (which invoke the 4-index integral trans-
formation and the accurate solution for the CI eigenstate), the CI response
problem in the micro iteration, and the contraction operation HooR1 in the
orbital optimization problem. The CI response problem in the micro itera-
tion can be a dominant cost when an expensive active space solver, such as
DMRG or FCIQMC is used. However, as we have mentioned above, we can
solve the CI response equation approximately, by solving the CI eigenstate
problem approximately. Using a FCI active space solver, 2 - 5 Davidson
iterations are usually enough to generate a sufficiently accurate first order
density matrix to generate the dressed orbital gradients (26), while using a
DMRG active space solver, 2 - 3 sweeps are usually sufficient.
The HooR1 contraction in the AO-driven algorithm is expensive because
solving the AH equations in the orbital optimization requires many HooR1
contractions, and every HooR1 contraction requires a build of the entire J
and K matrices. One workaround is to gradually increase the accuracy of the
solution of the AH problem in the optimization. The AH equation is first
only approximately solved in a small Davidson subspace, until the CASSCF
wavefunction is close to convergence.
In our implementation, we carry out 4 microiterations for each macroiter-
ation and 4 - 6 Davidson (co)-iterations per microiteration. Thus, the ratio
of the number of macroiterations, microiterations and J and K builds, is
roughly 1:4:20. It should be noted that our parameters have not been care-
fully optimized to minimize the total number of macroiterations. Instead,
we have used conservative settings to provide robust convergence. Optimal
settings will be investigated in future studies.
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3. Numerical studies
We next assess the performance of our CASSCF algorithm in a variety
of small molecules and challenging systems. We first tested the convergence
properties as a function of the approximate orbital gradient and Hessian
DEP/FEP updates. The computational efficiency was measured by the num-
ber of macroiterations, microiterations, and J and K builds. Next, to test
the capabilities of the algorithm in a large problem, we optimized the singlet,
triplet, and quintet states of the Fe(II)-porphine molecule in a (8e, 11o) active
space using the cc-pVDZ (439 AO functions), cc-pVTZ (956 AO functions),
cc-pVQZ (1784 AO functions), and cc-pV5Z bases (2997 AO functions). Fi-
nally, we demonstrate the flexibility of our implementation by carrying out
a larger active space study (22e, 27o) using a DMRG active space solver.
The general CASSCF optimization algorithm and FCI solver were imple-
mented in the open-source PySCF program package[33]. The DMRG solver
was provided by the Block code[35]. All tests were executed on a worksta-
tion equipped with 2 Xeon E5-2670 CPUs (16 CPU cores @ 2.5 GHz) and
64 GB memory.
3.1. DEP and FEP approximations
We first summarize the different DEP/FEP approximate updates that we
tested in Table 3. At the lowest level of FEP1, we only consider the contribu-
tion of the first order R1 to the orbital gradients and CI Hamiltonian. In the
DEP1 and DEP2 approximations, the orbital gradients and CI Hamiltonian
are evaluated up to first and second order in T, respectively. The contri-
butions of T to the orbital Hessian are not included in the FEP1, DEP1,
and DEP2 approximations. The treatment of the orbital gradients and CI
Hamiltonians in DEP1+, DEP2+ is the same as in the DEP1, DEP2 approx-
imations, while higher order terms in the orbital Hessian are included. In
DEP4+, all quantities are exactly updated, because 4th order is the highest
expansion order for the Hamiltonian matrix elements.
Table 4 presents the convergence performance of the 1-step optimization
method, for different DEP and FEP approximations, in a variety of simple
systems. Regardless of the approximation, the 1-step method is always su-
perior to the 2-step method. The number of macroiterations required in the
1-step method is only 1/3 to 1/4 of that required by the 2-step method. Ex-
cept for the two systems CH2 and O3, the different approximations present
similar comparative convergence behavior across the different molecules. For
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CH2 and O3, the lower order approximations FEP1 and DEP1 behave slightly
worse than DEP2 and DEP4.
Figure 1 visualizes the convergence of the total energy against the macroi-
teration number for CH2 CAS(6,14)/cc-pVDZ. The six different approximate
updates used in the microiterations all show similar convergence properties,
and they all require 9 macroiterations to converge the total energy. One
microiteration of the 1-step method shows similar convergence gains to one
macroiteration of the 2-step method, despite being much cheaper compu-
tationally. Since we used 4 microiterations for every macroiteration in the
1-step method, each macroiteration of the 1-step method effectively performs
like 4 macroiterations in the 2-step method. As shown by the horizontal dot-
ted lines in the figure, the DEP1 approximation needed 2 macroiterations in
the 1-step method to converge the energy error from 10−3 to 10−6 Hartrees,
while the 2-step method using the same DEP1 approximation, took 9 macroi-
terations to achieve the same.
Figure 2 shows the convergence behaviour for the singlet ground state
of the Al4O2 cluster (see supplemental material for the geometry) using a
CAS(12,12) active space and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis. The active space is
chosen using a DMET-like procedure[36, 37, 38, 39]. First, the AO’s were
localized with a meta-Lo¨wdin orthogonalization[37], then the 6 oxygen 2p or-
bitals were selected as the “impurities”. The resulting 6 impurity and 6 bath
orbitals obtained as the DMET space were chosen to be the initial active
space. Except when using the FEP1 approximate update, the 1-step opti-
mization converges in 7 macroiterations, about 1/3 of the 22 macroiterations
required by the 2-step method. Using the DEP1 approximation, converging
the energy error from 10−3 to 10−6 Hartrees required 3 macroiterations of
the 1-step method, and 11 macroiterations of the 2-step method.
Figure 3 show the convergence behaviour of the optimization algorithm
for the ground-state (1A1) of the HN3 molecule (see supplemental material
for the geometry) using a CAS(10,10) active space and the cc-pVTZ basis.
We use 10 Hartree-Fock orbitals (5 HOMO’s, 5 LUMO’s) to form the initial
active space. We observed a large change in the character of the active
space and slow initial convergence for both the 1-step and 2-step methods.
Depending on the approximate update used in the microiteration, the 1-step
method needed 7 - 9 macroiterations to converge.
Overall, our tests demonstrate that the low level approximate update
(DEP1) performs almost as well as the exact orbital update (DEP4+) with
our current CASSCF algorithm settings. However, it should be noted that
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the total number of macroiterations has not been optimized for the case of
the high-level DEP approximations. For example, it is always possible to
converge DEP4+ in one macro iteration, with a very large number of microi-
terations, because all quantities are updated exactly in the microiterations.
However, we cannot use too many microiterations with DEP1 because the er-
rors in the approximate updates will quickly accumulate. To obtain the best
runtime performance, a trade-off has to be made between the DEP level (for
memory/disk usage) and the number of macroiterations (for CPU time). In
the next section, we use the DEP1 approximation because of its low memory
requirements, which allows us to treat a large number of orbitals.
3.2. CASSCF and DMRG-CASSCF study of Fe(II)-porphine
The Fe(II)-porphine ground state[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49]
has long been a target of multireference quantum chemistry studies. There
has been much debate about the ordering of the lowest spin states. Den-
sity functional approximations tend to predict a triplet ground state, while
many CASSCF and multireference perturbation calculation with small active
spaces argue for a quintet ground-state[42, 44, 45, 50].
We carried out CASSCF calculations at the triplet geometry[45] with
D2h symmetry in the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ, and cc-pV5Z bases.
The active space was initialized with the DMET procedure and consisted
of Fe 3d and 4d meta-Lo¨wdin orthogonalized orbitals and one optimal bath
orbital[37], giving 11 orbitals in total. The DMET bath orbital was chosen
as the most important bath orbital from the spin-free ROHF density ma-
trix, which is strongly entangled with the Fe 3d and 4d orbitals. Based on
the Hartree-Fock density matrix, we assigned 8 electrons to the active space.
The population density was 6.14 electrons on the impurity (Fe 3d, 4d) or-
bitals, and 1.88 on the bath orbital. Table 5 gives the energies of some of
the low lying singlet, triplet, and quintet states. With our initial guess, good
convergence was found for all states except for the 3B1g state. For the
3B1g
state, within 4 - 5 iterations, the optimization appeared to approach a very
flat region, with small gradients and energy changes of about 10−6 Hartrees
between macroiterations. However, after 5 - 10 more macroiterations, the
optimization left this region, and then rapidly converged to a solution that
was about 1 mEh lower than the flat region. The converged solution has
significant 4s components, which are not part of the initial guess.
Finally, as an example of a CASSCF calculation with a larger active space,
we extended our active space to 27 orbitals, containing the Fe 3d, 4d, 4s shells
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(11 orbitals), 4 N 2pz orbitals, N 2px and 2py orbitals (for the Fe-N σ bonds)
and the most important 8 DMET bath orbitals generated using the above
impurity orbitals. The 8 DMET bath orbitals constituted 4 ligand pi orbitals
and 4 Fe-N anti-bonding ligand orbitals. To tackle this large active space,
we used a DMRG active space solver, with a bond dimension of M = 1000.
For the AO basis, we used the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVQZ, and cc-pV5Z bases. The
energies of the triplet and quintet ground-states are given in Table 5. In this
larger active space, we find that 5Ag is the lowest state and is about 6 mEh
lower than 3B3g state, irrespective of basis.
In Table 5, we show the efficiency of the CASSCF optimization in these
Fe(II)-porphine calculations, as measured by the number of J and K matrix
evaluations, microiterations, and macroiterations. Depending on the type of
calculation, the time-dominant step differs. For small active spaces, the CPU
time for the CI problem is negligible. The J and K matrix evaluation is also
more costly than the integral transformation. For example, it takes 49 hours
to converge the 5Ag state for CAS(8,11)/cc-pVQZ on a 16-core node, in which
about 63.7 % of the time is used to evaluate J and K matrices, and 35 % of the
time is spent on the macroiterations (in integral transformation). When the
active space is larger and handled by a more expensive active space solver, the
cost of the macroiterations and microiterations both increase. In the DMRG-
CAS(22,27) calculation, 41 % of the time was spent on macroiterations (with
about 1/5 of the time in the DMRG solver and 4/5 of the time in integral
transformation). In the microiterations, over 8 % of the time was spent in
the DMRG solver.
4. Conclusion
In this work, we presented a general second order CASSCF implementa-
tion for large scale calculations. We used an AO-driven approach to handle
large AO bases, and formulated our Newton steps to decouple the CI solver
from the orbital optimization in each microiteration, thus allowing ready in-
terfacing to modern active space solvers, such as the DMRG and FCIQMC.
Further, to achieve greater efficiency, we proposed several approximate up-
dates of the orbital and CI gradient and Hessians, as well as a co-iterative
augmented Hessian algorithm to determine the orbital step. We assessed the
numerical performance of the general CASSCF solver with different approxi-
mate updates, and with 1-step and 2-step optimization, in a variety of small
molecules, and in a larger case-study of the Fe(II)-porphine low-lying states.
14
Using our algorithm, we showed that we could converge a DMRG-CASSCF
calculation using a (22,27) active space and 3000 AO basis functions with
only modest resources.
15
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Table 1: Co-iterative algorithm for orbital optimization
Davidson AH matrix elements Davidson
iteration AH iteration Hessian Gradient space size
0 H G[0] 1
1 H G[0] 2
2 R1[0] H G[1] = G[0] +HR1[0] 3
3 R1[1] H G[2] = G[1] +HR1[1] 4
4 R1[2] H G[3] = G[2] +HR1[2] 5
5
... H ... 6
Table 2: The types of two-electron integrals required by different approximations for MO-
driven and AO-driven algorithms.
MO-driven AO-driven
FEP1 (AA|∗∗), (A∗|A∗), (AA|∗∗), (A∗|A∗)
(CC|V V ), (CV |CV ), (CV |AC),
(CV |AV ), (AV |CC), (AC|V V )
DEP1 (AA|∗∗), (A∗|A∗), (AA|∗∗), (A∗|A∗)
(CC|C∗), (CC|V ∗), (CV |C∗), (CV |A∗), (AV |C∗),
(CA|C∗), (CA|V ∗)
DEP2 (A∗|∗∗), (CC|∗∗), (CV |∗∗) (A∗|∗∗)
DEP4 (∗∗|∗∗) (∗∗|∗∗)
Notation Description
FEP1 Frozen Hoo. First order R expansion for Go and CI Hamiltonian
DEP1 Frozen Hoo. First order T expansion for Go and CI Hamiltonian
DEP2 Frozen Hoo. Second order T expansion for Go and CI Hamiltonian
DEP1+ First order T expansion for Hoo, Go and CI Hamiltonian
DEP2+ Second order T expansion for Hoo, Go and CI Hamiltonian
DEP4+ Exact Hoo, Go and CI Hamiltonian
Table 3: DEP/FEP approximations for microiteration updates.
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Table 4: Number of macroiterations required for convergence using different DEP/FEP
approximations. The convergence threshold is 10−8 Hartrees.
N2 CO HF C2 C2 O3 NO2 CH2 HCHO C6H6
CASSCF (10,8) (10,8) (8,9) (8,8) (8,8) (12,9) (5,6) (6,14) (12,10) (6,6)
State 1Σg+
1Σg+
1Σg+
1Σg+
3Πu+
1A1
2A1
3B2
1A1
1Ag
DEP4+ 3 4 5 3 3 3 5 5 6 3
DEP2+ 3 4 5 3 3 3 5 5 6 3
DEP1+ 3 4 5 3 3 4 5 5 6 3
DEP2 3 4 5 3 3 3 5 5 6 3
DEP1 3 4 5 3 3 4 5 5 6 3
FEP1 3 4 5 3 3 4 5 7 6 3
2-step 10 13 17 9 11 9 17 22 21 7
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Table 5: Number of macro iterations, micro iterations and J,K calls to converge the
singlet, triplet, and quintet states of Fe(II)-porphine with CASSCF(8,11) and DMRG-
CASSCF(22,27)
State Active space Basis Energy macro micro J,K calls
1Ag CAS(8,11) DZ -2244.7656583 4 13 63
TZ -2244.9928018 5 15 74
QZ -2245.0550513 5 15 72
3B1g CAS(8,11) DZ -2244.8155591 18 54 274
TZ -2245.0429961 10 34 201
QZ -2245.1050841 9 33 197
5Z -2245.1187001 9 32 203
3B3g CAS(8,11) DZ -2244.8113231 5 15 74
TZ -2245.0378914 6 18 93
QZ -2245.0999279 6 18 100
5Ag CAS(8,11) DZ -2244.8291051 5 17 88
TZ -2245.0559164 6 18 91
QZ -2245.1180998 6 21 126
5Z -2245.1316309 6 19 92
5B2g CAS(8,11) DZ -2244.8204477 7 22 113
TZ -2245.0474655 5 15 76
QZ -2245.1095986 6 19 102
3B1g CAS(22,27) DZ -2245.0006085 8 26 136
QZ -2245.2917119 7 22 121
5Z -2245.3060865 8 20 94
3B3g CAS(22,27) DZ -2244.9974501 8 29 145
5Ag CAS(22,27) DZ -2245.0062936 8 28 148
QZ -2245.2974638 10 33 198
5Z -2245.311861 8 29 149
5B2g CAS(22,27) DZ -2244.9985422 8 29 150
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Figure 1: Convergence of the energy of the 1A1 state of CH2 molecule with CAS(6,14)/cc-
pVDZ.
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Figure 2: Convergence of the ground-state energy of Al4O2 with CAS(12,12)/aug-cc-
pVDZ.
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Figure 3: Convergence of the ground-state energy of HN3 with CAS(10,10)/cc-pVTZ.
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